CURRICULUM MAPPING
FRENCH
Accommodation, past tense
holiday, city breaks, future
holiday destinations, discovering
French regions, the perfect
infinitive, using 3 time frames
Healthy lifestyle, social
issues, charity work,
the pluperfect tense
and the subjunctive

Future plans, post 16 options,
university, jobs, part-time work

Subjects, timetable, opinions,
school systems, school life
Technology in everyday life,
Technology, social media, internet,
mobile phones, present tense of
regular and irregular verbs, il est
possible que + subjunctive

Global
weather,
Healthyissues,
lifestyle,
environment,
charity
social issues, charity
work
work, conditional
tense, en + present
particple

House, home, area,
Hobbies, sports, eating
neighbourhood ,
French festivals,
Planning holidays,
out, films, TV, perfect
negatives + de,
celebrations at home
Accommodation,
and future tenses,
demonstrative
and abroad, Christmas,
travel, transport,
verbs followed by an
adjectives
distinguishing between
areas of France,
infinitive
the imperfect and
making detailed plans
perfect tenses
Parts of the body, illnesses, healthy
Future tense, future jobs &
lifestyle, giving excuses, modals
plans
TV viewing, literature,
films, cinema, past
tense

Personalities, sporting heroes,
French celebrities, looks,
friendships

inventions
Personality,
comparatives, pocket
money, gadgets, future
plans
Food & drink, French
Countries, holiday
specialities, Very
accommodation, planning
Hungry Caterpillar,
a holiday,
past tense, opinions
interrogatives
Talking about where
School subjects &
you live, the present
opinions,
Family members and tense of -er verbs
timetable
pets, describing self,
avoir & etre,
Christmas in France

Greetings, basic
introductions,
numbers,
colours

Me, friends, family relationships,
descriptions, pets, opinions,
adjectives, reflexive verbs

Murder mystery, past tense,
imperfect tense narration v
description,

Clothes, parties,
making plans, giving
excuses, modal verbs

Family in detail, jobs,
places of work, where
they live, weather

Last weekend, yesterday
evening, TV viewing, my
weekend, using the
perfect tense to narrate
past events

Places in a town, the
present tense of
aller, time, Easter in
France

Technology, sport,
holidays, the near future
tense, using aller followed
by an infinitive

